
Still searching for simpler,
more secure alternatives to
that pesky password. 

2000s 2020

TraitWare's patented
technology  

combines MFA + SSO
- eliminating the need
for the username and

password for login
1990: Tim Berners Lee sets
the stage with the first Web
Browser - "The World Wide

Web."

1995: The DVD bcomes the
standard for storage

1998: Google is founded -
from brand to VERB - known
as the act of finding anything

online.

1964: Douglas Engelbart  
invents the computer mouse. 

1975: The IBM 5100 is
recognized as the first
portable computer

1999: The Blackberry 850
is introduced - an email
pager

1960s

MEMORABLE MOMENTS IN TECH

1950s

1974: MITS develops the first personal
computer, the Altair, using Intel's 8080
microprocessor.

1981: The Osborne 1 is the first
commercially successful portable
microcomputer, released by Osborne
Computer Corporation. It weighs 10.7
kg, costs US$1,795.

1977: named after the Pet
Rock in Los Gatos, they
were going to make the "pet
computer." It was
backronymed to Personal
Electronic Transactor.

1961: Fernando Corbatò invents the
password at MIT. (A few months
later, the first password-based
breach occurs.)

1970s

1980s

1990s 2010s

1953: the first high-speed
printer is developed by
Remington-Rand for use on the
Univac computer.

2008: SMS Sugar Man
is shot entirely on a Sony Ericsson W900i

mobile phone.

1950s: Jeeps were used to
deliver US mail 

1971: the first
email is sent by
Ray Tomlinson.

1992: Neil Papworth sends
the first ever text message to
his colleague Richard Jarvis.

1973: the first
cellular phone was
invented by Martin
Cooper of Motorola
- the shoebox-sized
DynaTAC.

1951: The Uniservo 1
served as an input-

output device to
replace punched cards

on the new Univac 1
computer.

1950: The principles at
work in magnetic drum
memory helped lead to the
hard disk drive.

1951: The Heidelberg
Tiegel printing press

1972: the cassette tape is
available for data storage.

1976: Shugart Associates
introduces the  5 1⁄4-inch
Floppy Disc.

1985:  The CD-Rom for data storage
is standardized by Philips and Sony
Corps. But James Russel invented
the technology in 1965.

1967: The ATM and pin codes  

2007: Apple introduces
the first iPhone

2005: Mark Zuckerberg and pals
start "The Facebook" - and a
new social era.

1950s movie camera

2000: The first flash drive or
"thumb drive" hits the market. 

2006: Amazon
makes "virtual
computers"
accessible via EC2.

1995: Amazon and eBay
redefine the online

shopping experience

1999: The Apple Airport
shows later inventors the

way to WiFi.

1962: The first touch tone
phone, by AT&T.

1984:  Apple
releases the
Macintosh

2009: Bitcoin -
changing the way we
look at investment  

2005: Youtube
takes the stage

2010: Apple introduces
the first iPad

2016: Introducing
Google Home /The
Google Assistant &
Alexa by Amazon

2020:  All via the
device, wearable
tech... and
everything in the
cloud.

2016: Spacex Falcon 9
Reusable Rocket lands

2019: Virtual Surgery is
iused in medical
traiting.

1950: The  
typewriter is 78

years old.

1950s: The rotary
phone 

1991:  America
Online is
launched


